
Dr. Bolanos CHEM111-Exam 4 Ic v-/ l\ Spring 2016

There are 23 questions totaling 102 pts (scored out of 100 pts). PLEASE look over the entire examination (7 test pages; 10
pages total) BEFORE you begin toensure your packet is complete. REMEMBER: The best place tostart your exam may not
be at the beginning! You have 2.75 hours to complete this exam and may only use a basic scientific calculator, the
resource sheets and the periodic table provided. When specified, all work must be shown for credit with proper SF's.
Please sign the honor code below, when done. If you need further clarification, please ask the instructor. *** Icertify
that the work presented in this examination is my own and that the ruies set-forthfor this examination werefoiiowed.

Signature:

Questions 1-15: Each response/blank Isworth 1.5 pts, unless otherwise stated.

1. Oxidation is described as a/an^^^reo^ jQR decrease in oxidation number and again OR ^^^^of
electrons. Oxidation occurs in the compartment ofvoltaic cell. (3 pts total, i pt ea).

2- True OR ^^js^drcie one). The greater the mass defect, the more stable the nuclear reaction.
3- True OR ^alse^drde one) The NiMH battery is an example of primary battery.

4. When exposed to alarge amt. of radiation, 50 ^ rem of exposure typically leads to eventual

death, while 0* ^^0 rem is the ~avg. annual radiation exposure in the US. (2 pts total, ipt ea).

5. Above whatatomic number are there nostable isotopes ofany element? >83.

6. In a galvanic cell, the oxidizing agent isfound in the OR anode? Circle one.

7. The formation of rust is accelerated atthe beach for exposed iron. Provide two things that could speed up

this redox reaction:

8. Abeta particle is formed by this reaction in the nucleus (2 pts total, no partial credit.):

0 n —> f, e ^ , P

9. We studied radioactive trends related to even/odd number of protons and neutrons in a nucleus. Which

quantity ofprotons and neutrons leads to the most unstable nuclei? (2 pts total, no partial credit.)

protons, neutrons




















